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home improvement loan. “We’ve wit-
nessed many people turning their 
attention to home improvements,” says 
brand co-founder Jamie Watkins. “The 
plain white WC has come a long way; 
wallpaper is the hero with the power to 
add pattern and print in an instant.” 

What about red vinyl flooring and 
gold paint together? The more offbeat 
the clash, the better. Natasha Landers, 
founder of the interior design practice 
Until Lemons R Sweet, added a small 
downstairs toilet when extending her 
terraced house in Walthamstow, east 
London. Until recently, the ceiling was 
– shock horror – white, but she found 
the perfect pot of gold paint (from 
Scottish brand Craig & Rose) to render 
it as interesting as the reclaimed brick 
wall and copper pipework already on 
display. “It bounces light around the 
room, which is good for a windowless 
space,” she says. 

Landers’ loo chimes with the rest of 
her strikingly decorated house. It’s 
when the WC is treated as an aesthetic 
world apart that perplexes interior 
designer Christian Bense. He has 
devoted a wry post on his award-win-
ning blog, The Basic Principle (theba-
s i c p r i n c i pl e .c o m ),  t i t l e d  “ T h e 
Downstairs F**ckin Loo”, where he 
muses that there are two schools of 
thought with this room: 1) the home-
owner with a quirky idea who isn’t bold 
enough to try the theme around the 
house, so they relegate it to the smallest 
room, and 2) the show-off who fills the 
room with “gimmick and whimsy”, 
purely to make an impression on their 
guests. “The competition is well and 
truly on,” says Bense. “The downstairs 
loo has almost become a litmus test to 
who we are as adult homeowners. Have 
we done enough with our lives if no one 
comments ‘Love your loo, babe’ every 
time you have guests over?”

Whatever look you decide to chan-
nel, there is the fall-back that if it all 
goes wrong, it’s a small box that you 
can shut yourself off from – until 
you’re ready to pick up the paintbrush 
again. But do avoid a common faux pas 
which assumes that because the space 
is mini, everything else in there should 
be too. In fact it’s the opposite. “When 
people think of small rooms, they put 
small things in there to make it look 
bigger. Actually what that does is it 
accentuates that it’s a small room,” 
explains Landers. An oversize mirror, 
for example, is a step in the right direc-
tion (and will reflect the fabulous wall-
paper you’ve no doubt chosen). Bense 
is a “hard no” on any kind of floor mat: 
“They are gross.” Lighting should also 
be soft and forgiving – reserve the high 
wattage required for eyebrow-pluck-
ing for the upstairs family bathroom.

The last debate lies in the semantics 
of this space. Bog? This isn’t Shameless. 
Lav? Too colloquial. Barlow has taken 
to “powder room”. “Cloakroom just 
sounds a bit depressing. Toilet isn’t 
seen as right… powder room covers a 
multitude of sins.”

Interiors

It’s the smallest room in the house, yet a quick glance can reveal a lot about someone’s thoughts and tastes, says Olivia Lidbury  

What sort of personality does 
your downstairs loo possess? 
Is it awash with instantly for-

gettable magnolia, or adventurously 
wallpapered with a hedonist slant?  
Perhaps it’s a canvas to display your 
family’s proudest moments (and your 
mounting subscription to The Econo-
mist). If it’s the former, you may want to 
get your overalls on: the “bragging 
bog” – despite being the most petite 
room in the house – has leapfrogged 
even the kitchen as the space with the 
most charisma. Whether that’s via 
framed achievements or must-have wall-
paper is all for the taking; sometimes, 
you might encounter a mix of both.

Interior designer Joanna Plant, who 
created a jungle-themed loo in model 
Poppy Delevingne’s London home by 

covering the door, walls and ceiling 
with a banana-leaf print wallpaper orig-
inally created for the Beverly Hills 
Hotel, is feeding the beast. “In the past, 
the downstairs loo might have been 
tucked under the stairs and slightly for-
gotten about as a dumping ground for 
muddy trainers and dog leads, but 
these days people have pulled up their 
decorating socks and are going all out 
to impress their guests.”

In agreement is Lucy Barlow, whose 
maximalist design practice Barlow & 
Barlow is on speed-dial for the glossy 
west London set. “People are so savvy 
about interiors now and know all the 
brands and status symbols. It used to be 
that you had to have the cult handbag, 
but now it’s the cult wallpaper.” Bar-
low’s most requested status symbols 

include hand-painted wallpaper by de 
Gournay (as seen in Kate Moss’s palatial 
panelled bathroom), Fromental or  
Anna Glover (all of which start from  
hundreds of pounds per panel); marble-
topped sanitary ware by luxury outfit-
ter Drummonds and hand-painted 
porcelain basins by the London Basin 
Company. Barlow ponders the logic 
behind these investment pieces: “Loos 
are an obvious choice for these extrav-
agances because as the space is so 
small, you don’t need much of any-
thing, so it keeps the costs down. But I 
do wonder if it’s also because if they 
were used in a bedroom or main bath-
room, house guests wouldn’t get to see 
them.” She applies this undetermined 
rationale to the immodest press clip-
pings and photographs of homeowners 

What does your loo say about you? 
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with famous people, which occasionally 
end up plastering the eye-wateringly 
expensive wall coverings. “I guess you 
could reason that these are things they 
don’t want in rooms they spend a lot of 
time in. But the flip side is that it’s also in 
a space where people sit and look 
around, so they’re going to notice them. 
I never know which angle they’re com-
ing from when they do that.”

The not-so-humble brag of a deca-
dently decorated lavatory owes much to 
the #mirrorselfie culture birthed by 
millennials – for whom geo-tagging 
their reflection as they spend a penny at 
the Ned or Sketch or Ave Mario is just 
too irresistible to share (admittedly, 
when you see the neon-lit decor at the 
latter, it’s not hard to appreciate why). It 
used to be about sharing what was on 
your plate, but now that’s just basic – it’s 
all about the mirrored effects and  
interiors porn in the bathrooms.

The opulence and attention to detail 
paid by London restaurants to their 
water closets has encouraged onlookers 
and interiors enthusiasts to become a 
lot bolder with their own choices. 
Leeds-based blogger Sandra Baker, who 
documents the renovation of her Victo-
rian villa on Instagram via @the_idle_
hands, was “amazed” at the reception 
her loo attracted when she shared it on 
the platform. The mix of deep green 
metro tiles, black Cole & Son Khulu 
Vases wallpaper and dark blue wood-
work make for an escapist, club-like 
atmosphere. “I can honestly say, of all 
the rooms I’ve designed in my house, I 
was most excited about the downstairs 
loo. There’s something about designing 
such a tiny space that makes me not 
want to waste an inch. It gets so much 
Instagram love, although it’s really hard 
to photograph, so I don’t show it as 
much as other rooms.”

The theme of letting your imagina-
tion run riot with this space is one 
shared by interior designers and, unsur-
prisingly, decor brands. Linda Boron-
kay, the creative wizard formerly 
responsible for the lauded decor across 
the Soho House group, says: “It’s the 
perfect room for a perfect storm, even 
for the faint-hearted. You can go a bit 
crazy and live out your guilty secret by 
experimenting with colour or pattern 
and statement pieces that you wouldn’t 
normally dare to put elsewhere in your 
home.” Dark prints, brass hardware and 
highly contrasting finishes (such as 
gloss paint) are the key trends currently. 
Lee Thornley, founder of luxury tile 
brand Bert & May, has witnessed plenty 
of quirky rooms brought to life with his 
patterned designs. His clients “often 
prefer a main bathroom to feel calm and 
restful, while the downstairs loo is not a 
space to be lingering in so you can really 
make a statement”. 

The essence of the room being jewel-
like is what’s appealing about wallpaper 
brands such as Divine Savages. Their 
designs evoke glamour and opulence, 
and at upwards of £140 per roll, demand 
careful consideration but not quite a 

ARTSY & ECLECTIC – shabby chic PLAYFUL & FUN – tropical SMART & STYLISH – art deco

 The Beverly Hills banana leaf pattern 
loved by Poppy Delevingne

 Bloomin’ Marvellous ‘Coral Charm’ 
wallpaper will turn guests green with envy   

 Bathroom browsing: Anthropologie’s 
all-in-one holder is both handy and stylish

Splash out on bathroom accessories

Toiletpaper Loves Seletti 
S**t Candle (£45)  

wagreen.co.uk

Aurora Bronze Glass 
Wall Mirror (£115)

oliverbonas.com

Nala Toilet Roll Holder, 
Natural Rattan (£32) 

made.com 

Plastic-Waste Soap Dish 
– Coral Pink (£18) 

plasticfreedom.co.uk


